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Jason W

on
12/20/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol! Great service from Buds 











Michael C

on
04/06/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Quick and painless purchase with buds! The gun is so-so. Not so accurate and as mentioned before, the mag feels pretty loose in the gun. With that being said, I use it for personal defense and I would still trust it with my life. never had any issues with it at around 200 rounds fired through it. 











Timothy P

on
03/11/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










$277 dollars I got exactly what I paid for bought this as a carry pistol as I do not like compact pistols( personal preference ). After shooting it I don't feel comfortable carrying it. I Adjusted the sight as far as it will go and still shooting about 2-2 1/2 inches left of center. It's not much I know but its new & I expected better. Other than that the mags feel a little sloppy in the gun and the ambidextrous slide lock does not work on the right side. Other than that I can't get over how good it feels in my hand. Shoots well over all and still confident I would by Taurus again but spend the extra for a better/ higher grade model 











James L

on
02/24/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is my first pistol and I love it. I have shot many pistols in my life but never owned one. Bud's was great in shipping. In the future I won't pay by Echeck since it takes longer but it clearly states that it would. As for the pistol, it fits my above average sized hands perfectly. It's a bit heavy but holds 17 1 rounds so it's expected. I fired two magazines thru it with zero problems. I highly recommend this pistol. Mine didn't cole with a bore brush but had a spot cut out of the foam in the case for one to go. Other than that it was a perfect transaction. 











George H

on
12/31/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I have fired 100 rounds through this gun so far and like everything about it except the long hard trigger pull on both double and single action. In my opinion the trigger pull is one of the most important things about a gun. I like the adjustable rear sights, it is accurate, reliable not a single jam, I like the look and feel of this gun if Taurus could improve the trigger pull it would be a great gun for the money. 











Ted F

on
07/23/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










24/7 from Buds last year. Great service from them to my FFL. Wonderful pistol, fit and finish ! Also fit very well in my hand. 200 rounds down range and it begins to double fire and had trouble resetting trigger. Sent it back for repair and 2 weeks later its back to me with a new trigger bar and extractor. 1st round down range and the trigger is not resetting again ! 3rd round and it double fires ! This happened 4 times with a 17 round clip. I called Taurus the next morning and they had Fed Ex. pick up the pistol the following day. 10 days later the 24/7 is back in my hand with another trigger bar and a new firing pin ! 50 rounds down range with out a hiccup so far ! Looking for many more rounds with out a problem ! Through all of this I must say that Taurus was Wonderful to work with and made me feel like they really cared about my problem,...and Proved it ! I will not hesitate to buy another Taurus and do business with Buds !!! Thanks to all 











Matthew H

on
03/17/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This firearm was everything I expected. Easy to shoot and accurate. For the money, I think you would be hard pressed to find a better firearm. 











Steve M

on
03/16/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, I love the feel and the looks of this gun. Thanks again bud's, you are #1. 











Brent C

on
03/03/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Buds got the weapon to me quickly even after I realized I had ordered a STAINLESS model rather than the BLUED that I had wanted and changed it per my request VERY quickly. I even got a $15.00 refund as the Blued version was less! (By the way BOTH models show the Blued version so don't mess up like I did look closely at the description, not just the pic!) All told from order to arrival was 10 days and the weapon was in pristine condition! The pistol feels good and the contoured grip fits my medium sized hands well. It came with two 17 round magazines, reloading tool, bore brush, locking keys/wrenches and manual in a nice hard plastic case. The sights are regular 3 dot, standard and quite good, the slide is smooth with a good snap! and the safety features are enhanced by a trigger safety I'm unfamiliar with and due to a complete lack of 9MM AMMUNITION in my area right now I am going to have to wait to test fire! My one complaint during assessment, breakdown, cleaning and dry fire drills with this gun is that the magazine release is WAY TOO STIFF! From my compact Millenium Pro PT140 I have grown used to dropping the mag with my left index finger (I'm a lefty) I've done this for years but the 24/7 G2's ambidextrous mag release is so stiff I am now having to use my left thumb. Even then, occasionally I have to RE-PRESS it with my thumb to get the mag to drop. Not good, and I'm hoping it will "wear in" after a while. Shooting review to follow....when I can get my hands on some 9mm! I have 150 rounds ordered today, hope it gets her ASAP! 











Robert T

on
02/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol...shoots smooth and loading and racking the slide back with ease I love the gun already and just got it yesterday thanks buds 











Nick K

on
07/21/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. Sturdy and reliable. Had one malfunction within the first 50 rounds, but have put 750 flawless rounds through it since. Extremely happy with it and would certainly recommend to someone in the market for a full size 9mm. A few notes on the gun: - It is big. Bigger than anticipated and tough to conceal, but not overwhelming. - The magazine rattles when in the gun. Not a huge issue, but not ideal. - The trigger is long, heavy and a little gritty, It gets better once in single action, but the first double action pull is very long and heavy. - Tons of safety features. Thumb safety, trigger safety, loaded chamber indicator, lockable. I love this gun. The rattling magazine and the long, heavy trigger are the only reasons I don't give it 5/5 stars. If you're looking for an affordable, reliable semi-automatic 9mm handgun, you can not go wrong with this gun. 











Adam C

on
05/01/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










After 500 trouble free rounds without any cleaning or lubing except initial cleaning upon purchase, I can truly vouch for this weapon. Plan to keep running w/o cleaning to see what abuse she can take. Would trust with my life. Runs great, deadly accurate, low recoil, great follow up shots, Taurus Lifetime warranty and Buds pricing equals a superb firearm and tremendous value. Only 4/5 stars because of magazine rattle. Once Taurus fixes little quality issues such as rattle they will be 5/5. This is what separates them from Glock and XD. Great gun, yes. As good as a my Glocks or XD's, no. But damn close 











Bryan S

on
04/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase at Buds, all went smooth and I had my weapon (even after waiting period at FFL) in less than a week. Great deal for an excellent gun, cycles and feeds everything I have thrown at it, in my opinion can't beat it for the price. 











Allen L

on
02/04/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this on Sat morning and it was at my FFL on Mon afternoon. It is a beautiful weapon that makes everyone that holds it grin. I will get the matching 45ACP in the future 











David M

on
11/02/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got this gun a while back and all I can say is what a deal! It has all the safety features you could want and more. Gun feels great. Had a few fte's (maybe 3)on the first couple hundred rounds but after about 500rdns haven't had a single issue at all. Just the break in period. It feeds, fires, and ejects flawlessly. Would definitely use this gun for home defense. I was choosing between the CZ p07 and this gun and went with this gun for the price and safety features and I am not disappointed. I like it just as much (if not more) than any other 9mm I've fired and my friends all love to shoot it too. I would recommend this gun to anyone over a more expensive XD or Glock. 











Ryan A

on
10/13/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Well here is my final unpdate on my 24/7 G2. It was a broken firing pin I call Taurus last friday 10/7 they set up a fed/ex overnight pick up paid for by Taurus I got my G2 back this morning repaired and ready to shoot. I couldn't believe it when it showed up and 9am this morning. A 4 day turn 2 of which was shipping that is amazing. Talk about customer service, I just hope I dont have more problems with it. Still thinking of selling it though. 











Ryan A

on
10/02/2011




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










So I just wanted to put a little update here about my 24/7 G2 I purchased back in June. Since the purchase I have put some where between 800-1000 rounds never had any problems until recently. When I first got the G2 it seemed very accurate but then again that was close distances no further that 10 yds. I have recently started shooting at a range that only has a 25yd range as there shortest distance. The gun consistantly shot very far to the right tired several adjustments to the sights and still failed to hit anywhere close to the center of the paper alway to the right. I then shot some other handguns just to see if it was me and 3 to 4 inch groups center of paper at 25yds. Then today figured I would give it one more sight in this time at shorter distances loaded to mags got the first 6 rounds fired and on the 7th CLICK!!! CLICK!!!! CLICK!!!! The striker indicator would extend but nothing other than a click and no trigger reset the firing pin has either jammed or broken inside the slide and has caused it all to jam up. All I can say is I sure hope taurus stands by that lifetime warranty they claim to have! 











Ryan A

on
06/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my 24/7 G2 a couple weeks ago. Ordered it on a whim friday night it shipped mon. and was at my FFL by wed. Finally got a chance to shoot it today put a little over 200 rds through not a single FTF FTE fired great!!! I love my G2 I will most likely order the compact version for my conceal and carry. And will most definitely order it from buds. I couldn't ask for better service. 











Sharon B

on
06/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










love this gun... a little more weight than i expected from a polymer frame, but still comfortable. the gun fits and feels great in the hand. super easy to disassymble and clean... the only thing i didnt like is the mags dont have as tight of a fit as they could so they rattle a little, but still a great gun that i highley recommend. 











Richard K

on
03/20/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got back from the range with my new 24/7 G2. This is my first semi-auto from Taurus; have been leery of them but a friends experience was good so I decided to give it a try as it was just too good a deal not to pass up. The gun functioned flawlessly. No feeding or ejecting issue and good accuracy out to 50 feet. The only issue at all is with the two additional backstraps supplied with the firearm. The backstraps notch in at the top and have a cross pin to hold them at the bottom. The two extra backstraps were not drilled for the crosspin so I had to take care of that myself. Definitely a good gun for the money. This was my first gun from Buds and the entire process could not have been easier. Received email updates every step of the way. I will definitely be making more purchases from Bud's in the future. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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